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Abstract: This note gives a structural characteriza­
tion of torsion-free abelian groups H of finite rank n ha­
ving the property: if G is a mixed group with Q/T.'•£? H then 
every pure subgroup of G cf rank n splits if and only if G 
satisfies Conditions (<^),(-y). 
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By the word "group* we shall always mean an additive^ 
written abelian group. The symbol i?r will denote the set of 
all primes. If T is a torsion group, then^T will denote the 
p-primary component of T and similarly if <rr '& 3T then T#, 
is defined by %#, * J^„* T • If G is a mixed group, M a sub-
set of G, *r'£ rf and T^, * 0 then /fMi®,s -IgeB | mg eiMl 
for some non-zero integer m divisible by the primes from $r' 
on^y } is the JT'-pure closure of M in G. 
In the sequel, we shall deal with mixed groups G with 
the torsion part T » T(G), 0 will denote the factor-group 
G/T and ¥ * a + T for all a€G. If BE is a torsionfree .group 
then the set of all elements g of H having infinite p-hei^it 
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is a subgroup of H which will be denoted by H [ p ** 3 « .Any 
maaciisal linearly independent set of elements of a torsion--
free group H is called basis* It is well-known' (see f 73) 
that if H is a torsionfree group and £ its free subgroup of 
the same rank then the number r (H) of summands Q(pw) in 
H/K does not depend on the particular choice of K and -this 
number is called the p-rank of E® A subgroup K of a torsion-
free group H is called regular if every element of £ has in 
.£ the same type as in H and it is called generalized regu-
lar if for every ge K the characteristic of g in £ and in H 
differ only in finitely many places* Other notation and ter-
minology is essentially that of £41 and we shall freely use 
the results of [1} and 131 • 
How we shall formulate .Conditions (oc)$ C y ) (see £13)* 
Condition (06): A mixed group G with the torsion part T sa-
tisfies'Condition (oc) if to any g e Q - f there exists an in-
teger' a such that mg has in G the same type as g in G# 
Condition (^)t We say that a mixed group G with the tor-
sion part f satisfies Condition (^) if it holds : If (F » G/T 
contains a non-zero element of infinite p-heighty then T is 
a direct sum of a divisible and a bounded group* 
Lena 1; Let G be a mixed group of the form G « 
= ,2 4 b«} ® H, where ib̂ lr is a cyclic group of order 
p * , 1J.< L +-, i = 1,2,•«• ahd H is a torsionfree group of 
rank n such that H Cp °°3 + 0 . Then G contains a non-split-
ting pure subgroup of rank n* 
Proof.* Let 4 a,h2t*»»fhfl'} be a basis of H such that 
fir 
a is of infinite p-height. Put K =-Cai-hg*®^fh^^^ ^+ 
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+ -C ho „ • * * ,1-w J^ and let a^e H be such elements that 
-£* ' 
p "** m± = a . Obviously, H « 4 K,a^,a2,.s# J * Put SJ- = a i + 
+ b±$ i = 1,2,..., U « 4 K,s 1 , s 2 , . . . J and S « 4
 1 | f J Lf^i • 
First , we shall prove the purity of S in G. I t suffi-
k ces to show that any equation p x = u, ue U, solvable in G 
k is solvable in U, since the equation p x = s, s e S is sol-
k vable in G then p mx « ms, ma e U for a suitable non-zero 
integer m prime to p* Hence p u ' = i s for some u'fi U aid 
the equality p f + m& = 1 yields s = p {pa + tfu'), p s + 
+ ^ u ' e S. So, let the equation p x = u, u€U, be solvable 
in G, x * . 5 , t&.b. + h. Sien p^x « p*( ,g! ^ . b , + h) = 
= u = h ' +.2L ^ i s i t *-*e K, hence p^* I ( ^ i - p ^ ^ a n d 
pn - h ' + , S . *^iaie K l l i s there are integers - j ^ , i = 1, 
2 , . . . , 1 , with &± = p
k
 r a i + p
X4P i@ Put P * ^2^ *>r 
Since h e K, h * h^ + h2, where m ^ = <p a + . ^ p ? - ^ 
for some m prime to p and p h ^ 3 j ^ o ^i^i* H e n c e mP h = 
•M, W 11 ^tV| -A J». 
= p x ^ a + p* . £ ^ ^ ^ - i ^ S ^ 6 ^ + p m 4 S 4 ^ a ^ Since 
p r p m + prn: ,SL ^4ai -*-s °^ infinite p-height, p rv « 
* p ^ ? 2 ? i h i ' + m A e i h i ^ ? € K - M u ffi m A eisi+ 
+ p i " ^ (»V +©) s . +76U, i . S k , Now for p oc + m (I = , 
= 1 we have h ' + . S , &**. » pk<% (h' + . S , ^ . s . ) + 
+ flm(h' + i S < f a i s i ) = p
k(oG(h" ^ ^ S 1 ^ i s i ) + / iu ' ) € 
k k # ^* " S-i 
€ p> U since p u * m.'^S^ &is£ + ? a + I??*! ? i h i * 
+ sihg - -a( .S . ^ £ s i + *-*)• ^© purity of S in G is proved. 
Suppose now that S spli ts , S « P 0 B. Then a = t + b, 
t € P, b€B, since a = p n &±e S. a is of infinite p-height 
in G, hence in S and hence t is of infinite p-height» How-
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op 
ever, P a J&M i b. J yields t • 0 and sueB. The purity of *»^ a. ^# 
E in 0 guarantees the existence of c-e Bwith p * c* = a. 
<J *J 
All c*, j * lf2s... are of infinite p-heightf hence c_. « 
- a. 6 .2LL 4 b 4 | are of infinite p-height and consequent-
ly c. -a-, j » 1,2,.... In particular, we have a-̂  = c^e B s 
S S and hence b-» s s, - a-* € S. 
By the definition of S, mb-» € U for some integer m-fcO 
prime to p. Thus mb-̂  = w + ̂ - S 4 ^ e ^ * • * ̂ £
 + v^eK, where 
m V ^ * pa + ^ S 2 ?^h^ for some m* prime to p and p
3 ^ * 
s 4 ? 1 ̂ i^i* **oa tae equality mb^ «.v + 4/S4 ^ ^ . ^ + 
+ ^S^-^jfb-j we get p * | (m - A-) and consequent3y 
(ps A^) * 1. Moreover, X^ « p * A ^ i * 2,...,l. Put-
ting A * ̂ S ^ A ^ and multip3ying by p 1 m' we obtain 
0 - -/«**?» + P^f^. ?±\ * P^n'Sz «"±J-i + 
+ ^ I ' l + ^ l ^ m#a . Since l&t^t*****^} is a ba-
sis, p ^Kf 4- &-prm# + & p '***' m* * 0 , hence p | 1 , - a 
contradiction showing that S does not split. 
Lemma 2: .Let I be a toraionfree group of finite rank 
n satisfying the following two conditions J 
(a) r (H) * rOhCp*5]) for almost all primes and for 
all primes p with r(H Cp^l) « 0, 
(b) for every generalized regular subgroup K of H of 
rank k-sn, the torsion part of the factor-group E/K has on-
*>• 
3y a f i n i t e number of non-ssert) primary components. 
I f a mixed group G with S=H sat isf ies . Condition* (oc) , ( y) 
then every pw® subgroup of G of ranlc k s p l i t s . 
Proof: Let S be a piare subgroup of G of rank k and P « 
« TnS be i t s torsion p a r t . Ejsr Cl t Lemmst 6 j , S s a t i s f i e s 
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Condition (oc) and S i s isomorphic to some regular subgroup 
of G. Moreover, by t l , Lemma 101, S sa t i s f i e s Condition (a*-). 
I f U i s a pure subgroup of H then by t 7, Theorem 61 ?p(H) *• 
= r (U) + rCH/U), which together with the obvious inequality 
r(HCp*>.}£ rtttp*]) + r m / t J C p ^ J ) yields rp(U) * 
« riWtp^l ) for a l l those primes p for which r (H)) » 
* r(H tp°°} )• I t follows now easier that r p(S) * r(S £p°°} 
for almost a l l primes and for a l l primes p with r tS tpwl ) * 
a r f H C p 8 0 ] ) » 0 . So the set ^ ^ { p c i T ; r (S) * 
* r (3 lp*>2 ) i s cof in i te and P ^ ^ * i s a dir«tet sum of a 
divis ible and a bounded group by the hypothesis. Hence S * 
s p.jr-t*r' ® s ' » N o w s ' ® fi.*r' s p l i t s , S#® 1 ^ , » P#® S " , 
since i t c lear ly s a t i s f i e s Condition ( i ) of [ 3 , fheoremj* ^ 
Moreover, S* i s R^v - f l a t so tha t the map S*» S*@ 2 c-> 
<--*• S*® R « P ' * s " i s monic Since P*£ S# , S ' s p l i t s as 
des i red . 
Lemma 3 : Let H be a torsionfree group of f i n i t e rank 
n. If 0=fcr(H Cp°°l ) < r (H) for every p from an in f in i t e set 
rrr' of primes then H contains a regular subgroup K with 
H [ p * j £ K f o r a l l p g i T ' and H/K * % C(p*»). 
•fl* e Of' 
Proofs Obviously, there is a subgroup L of H such that 
H Up 0 0] £ L for all p 6 st' and E/% » S C Cp^J . If 
4u € or' 
we order all the primes from #r' in a sequence PntP^t*** ***& 
all the elements from H —L in a sequence au^a^,..., then it 
is easy to see that for every natural , integer m there is a 
subgroup K^ with i L, - i a ^ ,..., im^^ls K^ and H/K^ « 
» C(p^ ). If we putt K * JS . K^ then it is an easy exercise 
to show that K has all the desired properties. 
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Lemma 4: Let H be a torsionfree group of f in i te rank 
n containing a regular subgroup X with 0#-H Cp430! £ X for 
every prime from an infinite se t ar' of primes, and H/X » 
* -El C(p*>). Bien there i s a mixed group G satisfying Con-
Ay car* 
€ i t i o n s (oc), ('y) such that G»H and G does not s p l i t . 
Proof: Let h ^ h g , . . . , . ^ be a basis of X. If we order 
a l l the primes from or' in a sequence P\*V2**m* t n e n f o r 
every i , j .» 1 ,2, . .» there are elements x^ € H such that 
p H i } * *.t*< A i r \ wher# t A i i } ) r * l» 2 f • • • !» *** Pi-
adic integers. Let s^ be such that x^1 » . . . , x ^ ' € X and 
(4 Y , * i **" 
xs7+l»* # # • E* Obviously, H » •} &,aqt i » 1 , 2 , . . . , j » s.̂  + 
+ 1 , . . . ? . I f we denote «£** » p^**' x j 2 ) , j > s i then i t i s 
easy to see that u* ' are of zero p^-height in X for a l l j » 
* 1 , 2 , . . . . Purther, for ereicj i , j » 1 , 2 , . . . , 
J * i / Ci) m Jb 1*4+3+1) A (sz+j) s.+j m 
« * • - „ * . , - , , , . ( i ) 
Define the groups 
* - * •*! 1 1 . < -J1'*.x -< 'J"- p i a K + \ 
ifj « 1 , 2 , . . . } 
s .+ l 
V . - .X ,^ - ' - P i a í 1 ^ -
 я 1 ,2, . . . Ь W - ł X , p i
i Ц? -
s i + 2 ( i ) • p^ a^ , i » 1,2,*.# J • 
Then G * W/f i s a mixed group with the torsion part T*» V/W 
^-^ G « G/f Cm 0/7-»H, where the last isomorphism is induced 
&*A%ZI * a * * < ! £ » < j J si , 
(if the last term is zero then the multiplication tjry »TT. p^ 
gires p^ I Xt $ i « 1,2,...,k and the induction yields 
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Ker tf * ?)» G satisfies Condi tiois (oc), (3**) since K is 
regular in H. Suppose that G splits, G * $ © S. Then S is 
naturally isomorphic to H and it is easily seen that x \ 9 
j^s.? corresponds to the element y:1^ of the form yS1' « 
ÄЧЧ<-rf' + ^ 
Further, if we denote by g^ the elements of S correponding 
to h^, then mgp » mh^ + W, r * 1,2,...
f
n, where m is a suit-
•.j+l (4) 
able non-zero integer. How consider the equality p^ y i t+i 
* /p * f ^ i r 1 **» (Pi>m) " !• -totip-ly-ing by m we get 
pJ^CsJ" + £ \C u«k>- p^W) . B Ju, a j 6 h* + 
— , *k+1 (k) . ®k+2 ft(kK 
+ 3g ^ k ( p u ^ - ^ ®! ) . 
I f we. put f * J} Pfĉ  * ?k * 4 ^ t h e a m u l t i P : i y ^ 
t.*y ® and comparing the coefficients we obtain 
8 4 + 1 *-* ^ * (sv+D „ (s ,+l) 
% » ? A k ?k A k r S f f i ? ^ i r * 
—« . (sk+l) s4+l s.+2 
+ 9 5 C*A\* ' *i ffi ? AkPk * ? ("k?k * 
. (s.+l) 
Hence p^ | r^j-P^ for a11 k and 80 pi ' *^ir r * 
* l,2,...,n, a, contradiction finishing the proof. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 5: The following are equivalent for a torsion-
free group H of finite rank n: 
(i) if G is a mixed group with G-^H then every pure 
subgroup of G of rank n splits if and only if G satisfies 
Conditions (be), ( y ) f 
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(ii) (a) r (H) « r®Cp*>3) for almost all prime® 
and for all primes p with r(H Cp**^) s 0, 
(b) for every generalized regular subgroup K of 
Ti of the same rank n the factor-group H/K has only a finite 
number of non-zero primary components. 
Proof: (i) implies (ii). If r(H tp**!) ~ 0, then r (H) » 
* 0 by C3, Lemma 2 aid its proof 3 . Condition (a) follows 
nm from Lemmas 3, 4. As for (b), it follows easily from £3, 
Lemmas 3, 43 » 
(ii) implies (i). Let G be a mixed group with G^H* If 
G satisfies Conditions (oc), (9") then every pure sungroup 
of G of rank n splits by Lemma 2. Conversely, if every pure 
subgroup of G of rank n splits then G satisfies Condition. 
(«c) by Llf Lemma 43 • If G does not satisfy Condition (-y) 
then for some prime p it is r(H C p w2 ) = 0 and T is not a 
direct sum of a divisible and a bounded group. By the hypo-
thesis, G splits, G « T® A. Write T = T'© D, D divisible, 
T^ reduced, f^ is unbounded so that it has an unbounded b&-
P P 
sic subgroup B (Clf Lemma 111). Hence G contains a pure sub-
group of the form of Lemma 1 and an application of this Lem-
ma leads to a contradiction. Hence G satisfies Condition ( y ) 
and the proof is oomp3ete. 
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